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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

University Brothels Legalized
by Ben Loucks ~ Still Alive

A new law which has recently been passed through the
Michigan State Senate has established a new loophole
in which brothels can be established on university campuses under certain conditions, i.e. if the university in
question has a higher proportion of male to female students and the weather is too cold to allow for any sort
of significant crime rate to exist, let alone allow for prostitutes to wander the streets at night. Due to overwhelming demand by students, many of whom get lonely on
those cold winter evenings, Michigan Technological University has decided to convert the dilapidated bowling
lanes in the basement of the MUB building into a whorehouse for the enjoyment of all.
University students and locals are being hired to help
staff the new brothel. An interview with a decidedly unselfish-sounding spokesperson from the university sheds
some light on this decision. “Our goal is to create new
jobs for the university body and give our students a new
pastime to enjoy. We are aware that there are various
acts of prostitution and sexual deviance occurring on
and near our campus, and we hope that this brothel will
help organize and ensure the safety of Houghton’s community of ‘working girls.’ Having to work cold nights in
single degree weather is just not conducive to the health
of prostitutes, and this new brothel should ensure that
both ‘Janes’ and ‘Johns’ can meet in a safe, universitysponsored environment.”

Daily Bull; Apologizing for
Spelling Errors

...like listening to idiots!

Friday, March 1, 2013

Ken Ken! Yeah!

by Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan ~ Dictator

We hear at the Daily Bowl wood like to apologize for
our resent amount of spelling misteaks that have been
published. We need to hold ourselves to a higher
standerd, and showing a lack of proof-reeding is just
indicative of a larger problim.
We would like to infirm ewe all that we will, from this
day forward, bee using all the power we have to make
shore that all of hour articles are proofred and edited
to a higher degree. You, the readers, deserve at leased
that. After all, if your paying the Student Activities fee,
then you should be getting you’re monies worth, right?
Worse yet, if we keep spelling things incorrectly we
mite get confused with the Load!
We also understanned that many readers won’t care.
While we are thankful that a good number of our fan
base are not exactly the most adamant about spelling
and grammatical mistakes, we will still hold ourselves to
this higher standard. But phear not o’ casual and likely
uncaring reeder, for the kwualitie of the content will
be just as it has always been; a steeming pail of bowl!
Take that as you see appropriate.

This new brothel will feature various themed bedrooms,
including ‘college frat house,’ an extremely messy ‘bach-

At the end of the day, this all comes down to you,
the readers. After all, where wood we be without our
readers? Likely sitting at home, not righting funny stories
and making up funny incidents to put in a newspaper

see OM on back

see FG on back

What do you mean, “There’s no lighting
bottle rockets during lecture?”

I believe that if life gives you lemons, you should
make lemonade... And try to find somebody whose
life has given them vodka, and have a party.
-- Ron White

Fill the grid with the digits 1-8 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example,
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

oRphEUM theater
The Studio Pizza,Hancock

FRI, MARCH 1: MICHAEL WAITE & GRATIOT LK RD 8PM
MELLOW FOLK (PLUS MODERN DANCE) WITH UPPER PENNISULA’S FAVORITES!

SAT, MARCH 2: ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS 8PM

BENEFIT! GRATIOT LAKE RD, BARNSTORMERS, JON SOPER, RIPLEY ST FIRE DEPT

FRIDAY, MARCH 8: STEVE JONES AND THE GARDEN
CITY HOT CLUB 8PM TREMENDOUS MUSICIANS PLAY GYPSY JAZZ!
from EG on front
SUNDAY,
MARCH
17:who
BARBARA
GUNDLACH
funded
by the 6000
people
spent theirKETTLE
blood sweat
tears and money
on the
SA Fee soBENEFIT
that we could
SHELTER
8PMexist. We’d probably just be playing WoW.
Or Minecraft. Maybe LoL. If not, then probably looking at pictures of cats,
which
we do
anyway.
is, this is aboutBREWGRASS
YOU, and we promise
to make
SAT,
MARCH
23:Point
KEWEENAW
8PM COPPER
as few
spelling
errors asWITH
we can,
for you.
COUNTRY
BLUEGRASS
DELICIOUS
CRAFT BREWED RYTHMS

FRIDAY, MARCH 29: OUTWASH PLAIN 8PM

We expect this effort will be successful, and we hope thatBLUEGRASS,
you will enjoy
our articles,
spelling
mistakes
or
no.
Until
such
time
as
the
current
problem
ROCK AND A VARIETY OF TUNES FROM MTU FAVORITES
is remedied, we wish you, our readers well, and that you can forgive us
for our spelling transgressions. Four now, we will try to keep this problem
under control, and show our utmost respect for you, our readers!
Thank you,
Big O

Modelling
Agencies to Begin
Casting 4 Year
Olds.
by Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan ~ Dictator

Today, under pressure from the
every growing need of thinner and
thinner models, the modelling market
has drastically shifted.
Agencies around the world are
switching to 4 year old models, as
they can fit into those size -9’s that
everyone is talking about, because
everyone knows that nothing reeks
of sexy more than a small, undernourished 4 year old.
When asked if they planned to keep
this new business model, modelling
agencies noted that for the time
being, they were. However, just like
many things, the industry is open to
market pressure, and would be willing to retire the 4 year old models for
something more mature. Until then,
4 year old models are in!
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The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
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paper and toner costs.
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The Daily Bull

Talk to your pets about drugs. Demestication: the anti-drug.
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elor pad,’ and a BDSM dungeon with various domination furniture designed
by students in MTU’s machine shops. The spokesperson added that “Allowing
our esteemed engineers to design this sort of, ah, ‘equipment’ allows them
to get valuable hands-on experience in the machine shops fabricating various
pieces of mechanical equipment, and giving them a great understanding of
mixing function and art. It’s a very valuable job skill. This sort of equipment can
cost thousands of dollars and we feel that students learning to create it can
increase their repertoire to help fund their own tuition as well.” The brothel is
scheduled to open mid-March, after Spring Break. Prospective employment
applicants should contact the Daily Bull via e-mail for application information,
as they have been asked to help filter applicants to ensure the university’s
highest standards.
In an interview with an anonymous staff member of the Student Affairs office, the Daily Bull learned another view of the university’s complex and wellthought-out stance on this decision. “We want money, you see. It’s all about
money. That old piece of trash bowling alley isn’t worth fixing and a whorehouse will help us fund Glenn Mroz to get another amazing yacht made of
solid gold, with an emerald-encrusted steering wheel. Man, I want to ride on
something like that. I wonder if he’ll let me after we open up this place.”

